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I Kurt Crockett am a avid motorcyclist I ride all over the area and to see the Rico west Dolores trails get shut
done would have negative impact on the area and surrounding trails. The dirt bike single track is already
scarce and with it never seeming to grow it would cause users to ride else where taking economy away from
rico and surrounding areas as well as putting more use on trails that are still open to dirt bikes causing more
ware and tare.
I would like to see the trails open with no seasonal shut down I do not believe dirt bikes have as bad as an
impact on wildlife as people think. the animal can hear the motorcycle coming and if he doesn't want to be
seen he will move away from the trail or just stay still I have been riding and seen plenty of wild life not care
that I am riding by.
Hunters on the other hand come in in the hundreds set up a massive camp litter trash and beer cans all over
blast signs with there guns drive around in circles day after day, then try to ride there quad up what ever road
they can closed or not closed. I have also seen destruction of the lands by the hunters building there own trail
through the woods to get there game out because they don't want to pack it out on foot.
Together we can all use these trails and I have no problem sharing and doing maintenance to the trails this
is a very small area of motorized single track compared to hiking and biking trails through out Colorado. These
trails have also been open for a long time now and everything breaks and needs fixing.

